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This invention relates to strip feeding appara 
tus, and more particularly to a positive pin type 
feeding apparatus for advancing a strip of re 
corded material about a platen roll in a type 
Writer or like machine. 

Pin feed devices in such machines have here 
tofore been known but in a form requiring the 
use of a special platen or of modified carriage 
arrangementS. 
The instant invention contemplates the avoid 

ance of these disadvantages having as one object 
thereof pin feeding from the outer surface of a 
standard typewriter or writing machine platen. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

a pin feed mechanism which can be applied to 
any conventional platen without the necessity 
of altering or substituting parts in the machine. 
A further object of the invention is to provide 

for longitudinal adjustment of the pin feed de 
vices along the platen so that they may be shift 
ed out of position to the end of the platen, or 
removed from the platen, or relocated in corre 
spondence with various Width record Strips. 
A further object of the invention is to provide 

means for projecting the feeding pins relative to 
the platen roil in a localized area for feeding en 
gagement with an overlying record strip. 
A still further object of the invention is to 

permit circumferential adjustment of the area. 
in which the pins extend from the platen to 
thereby provide an inoperative position in which 
the pins are unable to engage and feed the strip, 
and Vice Versa. 
A further object of the invention is to provide 

a Strip feeding apparatus embodying the advan 
tageous structural features and inherent meri 
tOrious characteristics and mode of operation 
herein described 
With the above primary and other incidental 

objects in View as will more fully appear in the 
Specification, the invention intended to be pro 
tected by Letters Patent consists of the features 
of construction, the parts and combinations 
thereof, and the node of operation, as herein 
after described or illustrated in the accompany 
ing drawings, or their equivalents. 
In the drawings wherein is illustrated the pre 

ferred but not necessarily the only form of em 
bodiment of the invention, 

Fig. 1 is a fragmentary perspective view of a 
typewriter With the feed devices of the present 
invention installed thereon; 

Fig. 2 is a fragmentary enlarged view, in per 
Spective, of the platen and feed device thereon, 
With the device feeding the record strip; 
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Fig. 3 is a view similar to Fig. 2 with the record 

Strip removed; 
Fig. 4 is a view in front elevation of a platen 

equipped with the feed devices of the invention; 
Fig. 5 is a view in cross Section taken substan 

tially along the line 5-5 of Fig. 4; 
Fig. 6 is a view similar to Fig. 5, showing the 

feed device adjusted to inoperative position; 
Fig. 7 is a view in cross section taken substan 

tially along the line 7-7 of Fig. 4; 
Fig. 8 is a detail view in longitudinal section, 

taken Substantially along the line 8-8 of Fig. 6; 
Fig. 9 is an enlarged view in cross section, taken 

Substantially along the line 9-9 of Fig. 4; 
Fig. 10 is an enlarged detail view, similar to 

Fig. 7, showing the manner of locking the pin 
feed devices to the platen; 

Fig. 11 is a detail View in front elevation of a 
Cain ring comprised in the pin feed device; and 

Fig. 12 is a detail view, in perspective, of a pin 
and crank rod therefor comprised in the pin feed 
mechanism. 

Like parts are indicated by similar characters 
of reference throughout the several views. 

Referring to the drawings, the invention is dis 
closed as applied to a typewriter 5 (Fig. 1) pre 
Senting a platen 6 about which continuous rec 
ord material it is fed circumferentially, the rec 
Ord material having marginal perforations 8 
for accurate feeding and aligning thereof. The 
platen f6 is Supported for rotary motion by side 
plates 9, extensions of which support cross rods 
2, 22 and 23 for guiding the record strip to and 
from the platen. 

In Such a machine as Conventionally con 
structed and arranged, the instant invention pro 
poses the installation of adjustable and de 
mountable pin feed devices on the platen engage 
able with the perforations f8 to advance the rec 
ord material in response to rotation of the platen. 
There is a pair of such feed devices, one adja 
cent each end of the platen and since they are 
identical a description of one will suffice for both. 

Each comprises a basic or underlying cylindri 
cal band 24 (see Fig. 9) which has a Snug fit 
upon the rubber or rubber-like outer sleeve of 
the platen, the band being Slidable, however, 
longitudinally of the platen. The outer edge of 
the band 24 is overlaid by a relatively narrow 
loop 25 having a pair of diametrically opposed 
Spring arms 26, the outer ends of the arm being 
formed as hooks arranged to pass through suit 
able holes in the band 24 and be anchored in the 
platen 6. When so anchored, the Spring arms 
26 prevent motion of the band 2.; and iOOp. 23 
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relatively to the platen. The spring arms tend 
to aSSume a retracted disengaged position as 
shown in Fig. 10. They are controlled, however, 
by a knurled collar 2 which loosely surmounts 
the loop 25. The collar 27 has circumferential 
transverse slots 28 brought selectively into 
registry with the spring arms 26 by a relative 
rotation of the collar. So positioned, the collar 
2 exposes the spring arms 26 which, With little 
or no assistance, are withdrawn from engage 
ment with the platen. Continued rotation of 
the collar 2: produces a camming action upon 
the arms 26, driving the hooked ends thereof 
into the platen. If the collar 2, then is rea 
leased, in a position with the slots 28 out of 
registry with the arms 28, the arms are locked 
in position anchoring the band 24 to the platen. 
The band 24 is surrounded by a second cylin 

drical band 23 which is in effect an integral part 
of the band 24, being riveted or otherwise se 
cured thereto for unison movement. The band 
29 has a continuous series of circumferentially 
spaced longitudinal bosses 3 in which crank 
rods. 32. (Fig. 12) are installed for oscillatory 
movement. At about its mid point each rod 32 
has an integrally formed tongue or pin 33 ex 
tending perpendicularly to the axis of the rod. 
Sockets 34, struck up out of the material of the 
band 29 are arranged to receive the pins 33, the 
pins being movable from an inactive position 
Wherein they lie in the sockets 34 to an active 
position wherein they project radially outward 
substantially at right angles to the periphery of 
the band. . . . . . . . 
The pins 33 are raised and lowered by a rock 

ing motion of the crank rods 32 obtained through 
the cooperation of the rods with a can ring 35 
(see particularly Fig. 11). The can ring 35 coin 

a substantially crescent shaped member 38 
having an arcuate slot 37 in one side face thereof. 
Secured to the inner and outer edges of the 
member 36 are bands 33 and 33 spaced apart to 
define, therebetween a slot 4. The slot 3 
ifierges with and forms a continuation of the slot 
37, it it being noted however, that the slot 3 is 
eccentric, with respect to the axis of the bands 38 
and 39 while the slot 4 is concentric. 
The cam ring 35 loosely surmounts the band 

24, it being free for rotary motion relative there 
tip. It is, however, held against relative axial 
otion by being confined between the loop 25 circumferentially spaced apart upstanding 

lugs 42 on the outer end of band 29. The can groove defined by registering slots 37 and g : re 
ceives the offset ends of crank rods 32. As a 
result, relative rotary motion between the cam 
ring 35 and the platen 6 causes the pins 33 to 
be successively raised and lowered as the crank 
ends of rods 32 reach and pass through eccen 
tric portion 37 of the cam groove. 
The crescent shaped member 36 has an up 

standing ear 43 arranged to be connected by a 
releasable plunger 44 to an arm 45 pivotally 
mounted on the crossbar 2 . By rotary adjust 
ment thereof the cam ring may be selectively 
located for connection with any one of a Series 
of openings 46 in the arm 45 or with an opening 
47 therein. Such adjustment will of course alter 
the phase relationship between the can ring and 
the platen, resulting in the pins 33 being raised 
and lowered in an earlier or later phase of ro 
tation of the platen. 

In the operation of the pin feed devices, the 
record material 7 is fed circumferentially about 
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the platen 6, as shown in Fig. 5, With the margins 
of the record material overlying the pins 33 on 75 

4. 
the bands 29. During the major part of the 
travel of the platen, the pins 33 remain inactive 
in their sockets 34. As the pins approach the 
eccentric slot 37, however, the crank rods 32 
carrying the pins ride up in the slot 3 and So 
rock the pins 33 to an upright position. In the 
course of such motion the pins enter and engage 
an associated perforation 8 in the record mate 
rial, and, as their motion through slot 3i is con 
tinued, exert successive pulling or feeding im 
pulses on the record strip. The strip accord 
ingly, is advanced in unison with advancement of 
the plateh and is positively held against relative 
shifting motion in either a lateral or rotative 
sense. By the selection of a particular opening is 6 the 
pins.33 are projected and withdrawn in a se 
lected circumferential area of the platen, the arrangement ordinarily preferred being one in 
which the pins 33 occupy their most nearly erect 
position on a line a little above the horizontal 
line along which the platen is struck by the 
type as shown in Fig. 5. A rotary adjustment 
of the cam ring 35 to a connection with open 
ing 32 in arm 45 in effect disables the pin feed 
devices. As shown in Fig. 6, in this position of 
the parts the circumferential area in which the 
pins 33 are extended is in approximately vertical 
overlying relation to the platen or some distance 
removed from the writing line. Since the rec 
ord strip begins to leave the platen immediately 
after it leaves the writing line, the relatively re 
mote area of projection of the pins 33 accordingly 
results in the pin being unable to engage the 
perforations 8 in the strip. 
From the above description it will be appar 

ent that there is thus provided a device of the 
character described possessing the particular fea 
tures of advantage before enumerated as desir 
able, but which obviously is susceptible of modi 
fication in its form, proportions, detail construc 
tion and arrangement of parts without depart 
ing from the principle involved or sacrificing any 
of its advantages. 
While in order to comply with the statute the 

invention has been described in language more 
or leSS Specific as to structural features, it is 
to be understood that the invention is not limited 
to the Specific features shown, but that the means 
and construction herein disclosed comprise but 
one of several modes of putting the invention 
into effect. 
Having thus described my invention, I claim: 
1. In a typewriter or like device utilizing a 

rubber or rubber-like platen, a pin feed mech 
anism including spaced apart bands frictionally 
engaging the platen, feed pins carried by said 
bands, and a spring clip Surrounding each band 
and formed with prongs to be pressed through 
openings in the band and into the platen to 
anchor the band to the platen. 

2. A typewriter or like device according to claim 
1, characterized by rings loosely surmounting said 
spring clips and formed with openings to be 
brought selectively to registry with said prongs 
whereby said prongs may be released for rela 
tive adjustment of said bands along the platen. 

3. In a typewriter or like device utilizing a 
rotatable platen in the feeding of marginally 
punched record material, pin feed devices in 
cluding tiltable pins carried on the periphery 
of said platen, and cam rings surrounding said 
platen and engageable with Said pins for tilt 
ing said pins into and out of cooperative relation 
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with the marginal punchings in the record na 
terial in response to rotation of the platen. 

4. In a typewriter or like device wherein per 
forate record material is fed circumferentially 
over a rotatable platen, a pin feed device for the 
material including a band releasably attached 
to the platen for rotation thereWith, pins carried 
by said band for engaging and feeding the record 
material, and a can in peripheral Surrounding 
relation to the platen and cooperable With the 
pins to effect an engageable and disengageable 
relation of the pins with respect to the record 
material in a predetermined phase relationship 
to the rotation of the platen. 

5. A typewriter or like device, according to 
claim 4, characterized in that said can is ad 
justable to vary the described phase relationship. 

6. In a typewriter or like device Wherein per 
forate record material is fed circumferentially 
over a rotatable platen, a pin feed device in 
cluding a band releasably attached to the platen 
for rotation therewith, pins carried by Said band 
in circumferentially spaced relation for motion 
into and out of a projecting position. Wherein 
they are engageable with the record material, 
and a cam externally of the platen cooperative 
with said pins to move said pins Sequentially 
into and out of said projecting position in re 
sponse to rotation of the platen and in a timed 
relation thereto. 

7. In a typewriter or like device wherein per 
forate record material is fed circumferentially 
over a rotatable platen, a pin feed device includ 
ing a band releasably attached to the periphery 
of the platen for rotation therewith, circumfer 
entially spaced pins carried by said band for 
swinging motion between an inactive position 
substantially parallel to the periphery of the 
band and an active position Substantially per 
pendicular to the band, a can ring Surrounding 
the platen and fixed relative thereto, and inter 
engaging portions on said pins and can ring 
for moving said pins in predetermined phase re 
lationship to the rotation of the platen. 

8. In a strip feed apparatus, a cylindrical band 
for installation on a typewriter platen or like 
rotatable feed shaft, circumferentially Spaced 
pins carried by said band for pivotal motion to 
and from a projecting substantially perpendicul 
lar position with respect to the band, a relatively 
stationary cam ring in side-by-side relation to 
said band, and interengaging portions on Said 
pins and cam ring for moving said pins in a timed 
relation to the movement of the platen. 

9. A strip feed apparatus, according to claim 
8, characterized by means for rotatively adjust 
ing said cam ring to vary the position circum 
ferentially of the platen wherein said pins reach 
perpendicular position. 
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10. In a pin feed device, a cylindrical band 

to be slidably mounted on a typeWriter platen 
or the like, means for releasably securing Said 
band to the platen, pins carried by Said band 
for pivotal motion to and from a projecting Sub 
stantially perpendicular position with respect to 
the band, a cam ring to be rotatably idounted on 
said platen in a side-by-Side relation to Said 
band, said cam ring presenting a slot which is 
concentric with the band over a part of its cir 
cumference and eccentric over another part, 
relatively fixed abutment means to hold said can 
ring against rotation. With the platen, and a plu 
rality of adjustment connections between Said 
can ring and said abutment means whereby the 
eccentric portion of said can slot may be shifted 
to a plurality of circumferential positions about 
the platen. 

2i. In a typewriter or like device utilizing a 
rubber or rubber-like platen, a pin feed device 
including a band having a relatively Snug fit on 
the platen but movable lengthwise thereof, feed 
pins carried by said band for rocking motion be 
tween retracted and projected positions, a can 
nounted on Said band and engageable with Said 
pins to control the movement of Said feed pins, 
and a pronged device carried by said band to be 
anchored in the material of the platen for hold 
ing the pin feed device in a selected position of 
adjustment on the platen. 

12. A typewriter or like device, including a 
platen, a pin feed device on Said platen includ 
ing a band in Surrounding relation to the platen 
and infinitely adjustable along the length of the 
platen, means for anchoring Said band relatively 
to said platen in Selected positions of adjust 
ment, oscillatory feed pins carried by said band, 
a cam aSSociated With said band for unison lon 
gitudinal and relative rotary motions, said feed 
pins engaging Said can and rocking under the 
control thereof in response to relative rotary 
notion between said band, and Said cain, and 
means for holding Said can from rotating with 
Said platen. 

13. A typewriter or like device according to 
claim 12, characterized in that said last named 
means includes mechanism for setting said can 
to varying rotary positions of adjustments where 
by to vary the OScillatory action of the feed pins 
with respect to the phase rotation of the platen. 

ALBERT W. METZNER, 
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